StatPath	Week 1b	1/22/2011
Time
Activity
Description
9:00-9:10
Roll/Announcements

9:10-9:25
Reflect
Share homework in groups of four (5 minutes), then have a class discussion
9:25-10:15
Presentation Feedback
Ask who worked hard yesterday to dig into this assignment? How? Applaud!
Remind the groups that this will turn into your first major project
Groups reassemble and read effort feedback (5 minutes)
Then read questions or suggestions and dig deeper in your analysis (15 minutes)
Write down ideas in a word file
Teacher rotates throughout and challenges students with:
	Looking for connections in the denominators (child/adult, explanatory)
	Noticing that the numerators must relate directly to the question (response)

If time, have a sharing from some of the more advanced groups
10:15-10:25
The Clapping Game
A version of hot and cold where someone goes outside, the class chooses an object, and when the person comes in the class claps louder as the person gets closer to the object and softer as they move farther away.
10:25-10:40
Mindsets
Handout 1.2.1
Have volunteers read the introduction and “Mindsets and Achievements”
Homework: finish reading article and answer 5 questions at the end


10:40-11:00
Junk Food Generation
Go to Junk Food Generation website to reinforce and deepen ideas developed in groups about the significance of marketing unhealthy food to children.
You will be quoting from this site in your paper so copy quotes you like to a Word file!
http://junkfoodgeneration.org/index.php?option=com_frontpage&Itemid=1
Suggested questions to explore on the website to reinforce the views expressed by students:
	Who is the Consumers International? 

	One of CI’s campaigns is Junk Food Generation. What is the goal of this campaign?

How would CI answer the 4 questions your group answered? 
What actions are they advocating internationally to stop the marketing of unhealthy food to children?
Junk Food Generation links that may be helpful if students are having trouble exploring the site productively:
http://junkfoodgeneration.blogspot.com/search/label/Breakfast%20cereals
http://junkfoodgeneration.blogspot.com/2009/03/another-success-against-junk-food.html - links
10 out of 12 breakfast cereals in Central America high in sugar 
11:00-12:00
Lunch

12:00-12:05
Whip
One thing I am good at because I work hard is…
12:05-12:15
Syllabus
Pass out the Syllabus and review…
12:15-12:30
TinkerPlots movies
http://www.keypress.com/x5715.xml
Watch “TinkerPlots Basics” and “Making Common Graphs” movies or demo key features, 
12:30-12:50
TinkerPlots playing around
Let students experiment with the cereal data (n=77)
12:50-1:00
CC1-115

1:00-1:05
Whip
Computers…


1:05-1:30
Explanatory and Response Variables
Bring up the TinkerPlots data set
Homework 1.2.2
Take notes under question 1 on the homework. 
Some groups talked about question 1 in terms of fractions or ratios. 
Which groups did this?
What fraction or ratio did you create? Why? Write the description of the numerator on one side of the board and the denominator on the other 
	Repeat
What patterns do you see? (adults and children always on the bottom)

Introduce the concept of an explanatory variable 
Explains or predicts changes in another variable
In statistics, it is usually the denominator or bottom of any fraction or ratio

What are the explanatory variables for question 1? Why?

Why did people choose these numerators? (To answer the question!)

Introduce the concept of a response variable
Responds or is affected by an explanatory variable
In statistics, it is usually the numerator or top of any fraction or ratio

What are the response variables for question 1? Why?
 
1:30-1:35
Homework
Answer questions on back page of 1.2.2 handout
1:35-1:50
Reflections
New ideas, take homes, temperature


